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Malaysian are very unique. Do you notice that when a sales person on a roadshow as us "Hi

Sir/Madam, do you want to try on our new product?' Our very 1ST ANSWER would be 'NO'.

Can I say this is our culture ? 

Now back to writing a Will, whenever I ask  a person whether they want to write a Will,

their answer would be "NO NEED', 'NO ASSETS' , which come back to the same answer

'NO'.

 I think most of us having the same thinking, which is writing a Will is not necessary and 

 always rank 'the last' of our own 'TO DO LIST'. This is also the reason why Malaysia had

RM60 billion of unclaiumed assets since Merdeka. 

But frankly speaking, is writing down what you have and how you want to distribute it to

your loved ones isn't really that unimportant? Then what makes a person so eager to

accumulate so much assets during their lifetime until some lost their health, their family

and their time? I think because we are all responsible person. We want to enjoy the most

out of our life and want to give the most to our family. That's what makes us keep fighting

every day.

But we also have to accept the fact that life is fragile and it is uncertain. Just like what we

are facing now, the (Covid-19) disease which makes us really worried about the future. 

Another fact is when a person dies, he/she cannot bring along whatever assets had been

accumulated during his lifetime. And these assets won't just disappeared through thin air.

It needs to be manage and distributed to someone anyway.

SHOULD I 
WRITE A WILL ?

What happen to my assets if I do not write a Will ?

I S S U E  NO .  1 |  1 0  OC T .  2 0 2 0



I S S U E  NO .  1  |  1 0  OC T .  2 0 2 0

Many people prefer to go for cheap Will. Some

even write it on their own to safe cost. But let

me give you an scenario. If today  Mr Wealthy

diagnose with a serious illness, do you think he

would prefer a professional doctor or  GP doctor

to give him advise? 

Today you probably own few houses, have a car,

run a profitable business and manage to acquire

some wealth. These are all valuable assets and it

definitely deserve a well structured estate plan

to make sure all these wealth being distributed

as per wish. 

Having a Will written is not only of the rich. Will

is a documents which stated whatever you own

and how you would like to distribute it to the

one you care the most. So long you have assets,

be it just a saving account to a few properties,

you would need a Will. Remember, these assets

won't disappear through thin air. Assets

definition can be vary. If you ask a kid, Hey kid,

what's your asset? They will tell you, 'My toys are

my assets'. Some value memories are their most

valuable assets too. So, keep it simple. As long as

you own something, you have to will it away. 

Writing a Will is expensive ? What say you ? If

your Will is expensive, congratulations! It means

you created a clear and precise road map for

your family to treasure after demise. There's an

old saying, 'Quality products not cheap and

cheap product not quality'. 

A Will is the last wishes you can give to your

loved ones. Find a professional guide you along

the way so that you always be remembered for

the good things you have done for them.

Some people when I ask, they answer :'My

spouse will get it 100% right?' The answer is NO

if you left behind parents, spouse and siblings.

Everyone of us who do not have a written Will

will have their assets distributed according to

government act. For Malaysian, we follow

"MALAYSIA DISTRIBUTION ACT 1958'. In this act

says,if the above condition happens, the

deceased assets will be distributed to parents

25%, spouse 25% and children 50%. (Refer table

below for more info)

Do you aware that all the deceased assets will be

frozen upon death ? Do you know how long it

takes to unlock the assets, if one dies without a

Will ?

To unlock an estate without a Will, it takes

around 2-8 years ? Wow! Are you serious ? Yes.

First, all immediate beneficiaries have to vote for

the right person to administer the estate and

other beneficiaries will have to let go their rights.

This process can be difficult if the estate involves

big junk of money. Then you have to find 2

sureties who have the same net worth with the

decease to act like guarantor that the administer

won't run away with the money. 

At the same time, beneficiaries have to dig out

whatever assets the deceased own and also

debts owe before they can start applying for

'Letter of Administration'. The tedious job comes

when the administer need to consolidate all the

assets and clear all the debts before starts

distribution. 
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